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Introduction
This document is meant as a guide for the Emily Griffith team when interacting with the 
media. Typically, most College staff will not be speaking to the media. However, it is best 
that we are ready at all times. If you do come in contact with the media, it will likely be
through the Communications and Marketing team and our PR efforts. 

This document was created in collaboration with our PR consultant Winter Public 
Relations. Please use it as an overview for how to engage with the media, including 
newspaper and broadcast journalists. 

Thank you for representing Emily Griffith and for all the work you do for our students, 
each and every day. 



Media Inquiries

If a reporter or other media representative contacts you about 
a story or topic that involves Emily Griffith, your first step 
should be to contact the Vice President of Communication & 
Engagement, Keo Frazier (keo.frazier@emilygriffith.edu). 

The VP can help determine whether we should respond to the 
request as a college, and if so, who would be the best person to 
speak with the reporter or media contact. Do not respond to 
the reporter or media contact until you have contacted the VP 
of Communication. 

What should you do if you receive an 
inquiry from a media outlet? 

mailto:keo.frazier@emilygriffith.edu


Objectives
• Develop and communicate clear, concise key messages
• Answer tough questions effectively
• Get the most out of media opportunities
• Extend the reach of communications to key audiences
• Improve your confidence



Understanding the Media



Types of News

Most journalists define news as what people want or need to 
know, and what people are talking about. 

Categories
• Innovation – What’s new?
• “News you can use” – advice, tips, etc
• General trends
• Conflict and controversy
• Roundups

What is news? 



Considerations
• Reporters look for topics–and shape stories–to fit their needs and appeal to their 

audiences
• Timely and trend related
• Opinions on topical issues

• Reporters resent those who blatantly promote themselves or their products
• Good reporters demand facts, accepting nothing at face value
• Many reporters are generalists, not experts
• Sloppiness, not malice, causes most errors
• If you don’t talk, others may



The Five Ws

WHO
Does this 

information 
affect? 

1
WHAT

Is happening? 

2
WHERE

Is it happening? 

4
WHEN

Is it happening? 

3
WHY

Should anyone 
care? 

5



Preparing for Interviews



Pre-Interview Preparation
• As you start preparing for your interview: 

• Identify your target audience and understand how the news will affect them
• Identify desired outcomes: What do you want the audience to do or think?

• Next:
• Review the segment brief we provide
• Be familiar with the reporter and his/her medium
• Review recent stories
• Know in advance how the interview will be used
• Anticipate and be ready to answer tough questions
• Prepare and practice key messages



Messaging
• Write down all of the key messages you want to communicate in order of importance; 

the first three messages are most important.
• Message points are concise facts, thoughts, ideas and arguments. Concise message 

points are key to giving reporters the quotes they will use.
• Message points:

• Must be provable assertions with facts
• Highlight benefits and differentiators
• Define who you are and aren’t

• Message Points are not taglines or marketing copy.



Preparing for interviews
• Prioritize the information with the most important points delivered first
• Use examples to explain the points
• Use repetition to state your point, support it and return to the message
• Keep responses simple–do not use jargon
• Use brevity



“Lorem Ipsum dolore sit amet aver”Interview Dos and Don’ts



Dos and Don’ts During an Interview
• DO

• Focus on the answer rather than the questions
• Set parameters and limits
• Anticipate the reporter’s questions and potential controversies
• Communicate your key messages

• DON’T
• Lose sight of your agenda and key messages
• Become a passive respondent
• Feel obligated to answer every questions specifically
• Get caught rambling; reporters often get their best content when people keep talking
• Talk negatively about the competition, ever! 



Dos and Don’ts During an Interview
• DON’T (cont.):

• Interview for personal gain
• Go into an interview unprepared
• Go “off the record”
• Let a reporter put words in your mouth
• Assume you can ”approve” the content
• Try to bluff–if you don’t know, say so
• Consider the reporter to be your friend
• Say “no comment”
• Say something you wouldn’t want to see on the front page of the New York Times



Interview Techniques to Know



The ABC Method
• Use the ABC method to redirect tricky questions

• Acknowledge the question: “That’s worth considering / that’s an interesting point / I 
understand that some people might be asking that” 

• Bridge to your agenda: “But our top priority is”
• Continue with the message: “The safety and health of our students, and that’s what 

we will focus on until we have all the necessary information they need"



More About Bridging
• Bridge to a message point when the reporter doesn’t ask the right question. This can 

help you repeat key messages and stick to your agenda.
• Bridging makes a transition from an irrelevant topic to a relevant one
• When asked about a problem, talk about a solution: 

• “Before I respond to that I should mention…”
• “That speaks to a larger point…”
• “Here’s really the key point…”
• ”No, however…”



Broadcast Interviews



Tips for Broadcast Interviews
• Be succinct; sound bytes are no longer than 1-2 sentences/10 seconds long
• Look at the reporter, NOT the camera
• Smile and remain positive
• Don’t shift or sway; stay in one place
• Be conversational but factual
• Avoid the ”head bob” when listening to questions
• Don’t cross your arms in defense



What to Wear
• Wear solid colored clothing with no logos or flashy jewelry
• Colors to avoid:

• White (it glows on screen)
• Black (too harsh and absorbs light)
• Red (“bleeds” on camera and is distracting)
• Green (a green screen could be used if in studio)

• Avoid stripes and complicated designs
• Avoid large logos; a small logo is ok
• Powder your face so it does not shine
• Make sure your clothing is wrinkle-free



Body Language Basics
• Avoid sudden body movements

• Swivel chairs
• Jumping up or exaggerated hand gestures

• Nervousness and the heat from the lights may make you feel hot–be prepared
• Have water hand, in case you start coughing. If you are dehydrated, you will lick your 

lips during the interview
• Don’t drink coffee or alcohol or eat immediately prior to the interview
• Assume you are always on camera
• Avoid fidgeting–keep your hands in your lap
• Be aware of nervous habits–tapping, “umm”
• Smile!



Practice Makes Perfect!



Practice! Practice! Practice
• Practice your key messages and potential Q & A out loud before any interview
• Read over your segment brief and messaging many times to have a clear idea of what 

you want heard in the interview
• Practice truly does make perfect! 



Questions? 



THANK YOU.
1860 Lincoln St. | Denver, CO 80203 | 720-423-4700 

communications@emilygriffith.edu


